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What are TECNI® Grips?

Also known as Gliders and Sliders, TECNI® Grips are a very neat, safe and  extremely versatile DIY f itt ing for use in 
numerous display and suspension applications.  Of modern design and discreet appearance, these f itt ings allow 
you to draw attention to the exhibits not the suspensions. 

They are loadable and micro-adjustable up and down the cable,  making them strong and easy to install without 
the need for any tools.  TECNI® Grips are reusable in other projects and can be used alone or coupled with a wide 
range of other f ixings to make them almost universally usable .

These f itt ings are made from nickel-plated brass and are therefore mostly suited for indoor use.  They can be used 
outdoors, however the external f inish will tarnish over time. 

What can TECNI® Grips be used for?

Horizontal and vertical tensioning.  They are perfect for hanging and display applications such as:

- Shelving
- Pictures and Sculptures
- Signs, banners and posters
- Lights and lighting f ixtures
- Exhibitions and Events
- Theatres lights
- Shop f itt ing and displays

What type of  TECNI® Grips are there?

- Ceiling attachments
- Male and Female Grippers
- Tensioners with central cable exit and with side exits
- V Grippers
- Jaw Grippers
- Ring Holders
- Hook Grippers
- Ball Grippers 
- Hinged Grippers 
- Shelf  Holders 
- Picture Holders

 TECNI® Grip Suspension Systems 
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Female f itt ing attached to beam                          
with dual thread screw. 
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What Size TECNI®  Grips are Available 

TECNI® supplies a wide range of TECNI®Grips that can hang anything from 1 Kilo to a TUV certif ied load of 330 
Kilos.  TECNI®Grips are described according to the largest cable diameter they can accommodate.  For example,  
the largest cable diameter a TECNI®Grip TG1.5 will  grip is 1.5mm and likewise a TG3 a 3mm cable.

 TECNI®Grips TG1.2 and TG1.5 are very smal l , l ight  weight  and very discreet.  They are especially useful when the 
suspension of l ighting f ixtures or other objects should be nearly invisible. The Holders are very small and easy to 
overlook, however they are distinguished by an extremely high load-ability.  They are for use with 0.8mm to 
1.5mm diameter cable.

TECNI®Grips TG2, TG2.5 and TG3 are Medium Weight  and for use with 2mm-3mm diameter cable .

Heavy Duty TECNI®Grips T5 and T8  are for use with 4-5mm  and 6- 8mm cable respectively. They are ideal for 
theatre, exhibit ion, museum and fair use.

 Which Cable Should I Use?

TECNI®Grips are designed to be used with 7x7 and 7x19 construct ion cable, NOT 1x19 or coated cables.

Please note they can be used with 1x19 and coated cables but they tend to slip.  We have found, however, smaller 
diameter nylon coated cables are easy to f it and can be used for hanging lighter pictures. 

M6/M8 Thread Explained

Some TECNI®Grips have threads sticking out and, in the case of the female f itt ings internal threads, which allow a 
nut, bolt, screw etc to be attached to it and in turn making its use more f lexible. The size of this thread is called M6, 
M8, M10 etc.  What does this mean? The "M" indicates that the thread is metric and the number the nominal outer 
diameter in mill imeters.  Therefore a M6 screw has a nominal outer diameter of 6 mm and will f it into a M6 nut.  In 
this catalogue all metric threads are standard metric threads unless otherwise specif ied. 
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Things to Consider when Start ing your Suspension or Display Project

- How heavy are the pieces you wish to suspend? This will determine the diameter of the cable and size of 
TECNI® Grip you use.  See Working Load Chart below.

- What are you attaching your object to? The ceiling, a beam, the wall etc?
- What is the material of the f ixing you are attaching to?
- How do you want to attach your artwork, l ight, shelf  etc? 
- Is the suspension object hanging over people? If  yes, it is recommended you factor in a higher factor of safety 

when selecting your cable size.

Please contact us on +44 (0)1278 773510 or sales@tecni.eu for advice and assistance with your design and/or 
installation. 

Working load Chart

A factor of safety based on the minimum breaking load (MBL) of the chosen cable diameter, should be applied for 
all suspension applications. The maximum load for a 7x7, stainless steel cable with 1570 N/mm² for cable 
diameters 1-3mm and 7x19 stainless steel, 1570 N/mm², for cable diameters 4-8mm is shown here. 

Example: If  your object to hang weighs 10 kgs, then you could use a 1.2mm or 1.5mm cable with a TG1.5 Holder. 

TECNI®           

Grip
1mm 1.2mm 1.5mm

TG1.2 8 kgs 12 kgs

TG1.5 8 kgs 12 kgs  16 kgs

TG2 7 kgs 10 kgs 16 kgs

1.8mm 2mm 2.5mm 3mm 4mm 5mm 6mm 8mm

30 kgs 38 kgs

TG2.5 23 kgs 30 kgs  35 kgs 42 kgs

TG3 50 kgs 70 kgs

TG5 80 kgs 130 kgs

TG8 190 kgs 330 kgs
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How to Instal l  your TECNI®  Grip Holders?
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TECNI®Grips 4mm-8mm Cable

TECNI®Grips 0.8mm - 1.5mm TECNI®Grips 2mm-3mm Cable

TECNI Grip 6mm-8mm Cable
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How to Instal l  your TECNI®  Grips?

Except for the ceiling attachments, TECNI® Grips are all f itted in the same way and once installed, the full load is 
attached to the holder and will no longer move. 

The cable in the ceiling attachments is held in with a stop ferrule, in all the others there are ball bearings which 
grip the cable.

To install the Grips, gently depress the spring-loaded plunger (the pipe sticking out of the cable holder) and insert 
one end of the cable into it.  

Some of the TECNI® Grips have a screw nut over the plunger.  Where these are present, undo the screw nut 
completely before depressing the plunger. 

Thread the cable through the holder as required, but at least far enough to be able to clearly see it protrude from 
the other end of the holder.

Release the plunger to attach the load. The cable is gripped by ball bearings inside the f itt ing. 

Once the holder is in the desired position, if  it has a safety-nut, screw it down as far as possible by hand (do not 
use tools). 

To adjust, simply reverse the procedure: completely unscrew the safety-nut, press the spring-loaded plunger with 
your f inger. Move the holder up and down the cable as required. Screw the nut back again. 

Which ever system you decide on use, please use  this Trellis Planner to help you plan exactly what you need. 
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Best  Pract ice and Safe Use

- TECNI®Grips are designed to be used with 7x7 and 7x19 construction cable. They can be used with 1x19 or 
coated cables but they tend to slip so are not recommended.  However, we have found smaller diameter nylon 
coated cables are easy to f it and can be used for hanging lighter pictures.

- Ensure the ceiling or wall f itt ing (hook, eyebolt etc) from which you are suspending your f itt ing is capable of 
handling the load of your object. 

- Made from nickel-plated brass, these holders can be used outdoors, however the external f inish will tarnish 
over time. 

- Ensure the cable is not damaged in any way. 

-  Do not lubricate cables and/or holders and ensure they are free of fats, oils and rust. 

-  The cable-end inserted into the holder should be cut properly using a sharp cable cutter and sealed to 
prevent fraying (tinning, dried adhesive, electro-sealing). 

- When safety is crit ical, we recommend two holders per object are used. 

-  TECNI®Grips are designed to be used for static, resting loads only. They are not suitable for moving dynamic 
loads or suspending people.  

- TECNI®Grips should not be used as a connecting element on safety ropes.

- The cable deviation from the plumb?line may not exceed 10°   
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Appl icat ion Examples
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Picture Hanging
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TECNI Balustrading system (DIY f itt ings) used to hold up these boards. Also ideal for 
hanging posters, banners, photos , curtains etc . 

Hook Grippers used here.

V Gripper 

Picture Holder attached to  
each side of the frame .

Kwik Loc to form                    
loop in the cable. 

Bal l  Grippers

Picture grips secure the wire to the back of  this 
picture and al low it  to be raised and lowered on 
the cable. 
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Shelf  Hanging 

Catalogue Code Cable Diameter Wal l  Fixing Distance f rom 
wal l

208.535.070 3 & 4mm Into Masonry/Brick/Stone 70mm 

208.535.100 3 & 4mm Into Masonry/Brick/Stone 100mm 

208.635.070 3 & 4mm Into Wood 70mm 

Weight

80mm 

110mm 

80mm 

208.635.100 3 & 4mm Into Wood 100mm 110mm 
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Shelves supported by Shelf   Grippers and hung 
from wall with a Ceiling attachment with slit.

Shelf  supported by this Ring Holder and 
Kwik Locs.  Cable looped around the 
shel f .

Shel f  supported by DIY Stop f i t t ings.

Shelves supported by Bal l  Grippers and 
Hook Gripper with Safety Catch into eye in 
the ceil ing.

Hung f rom beams with Eyebol t                               
and Swage Jaw.
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Ceil ing At tachments Here the ceiling attachment is screwed to the wall and the 
cable comes out at an angle. 

Use 1.2mm - 2.5mm cable.  Secure the cable in the 
at tachment using an aluminum  Stop ferrule.

Code: 160.015.015.  Suitable for 0.54mm                         
to 1.2mm diameter cable.
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Code 160.015.015 Video showing Ball being hung.                          
Attached to the ceiling with this attachment.
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Dif ferent  TECNI®Grips Types

Available for dif ferent  cable diameters.  See next  pages for catalogue codes and dif ferent  sizes available for 
dif fernet  Gripper types .

Bal l  Grippers

Jaw Grippers

Ring Holders

Male Grippers

Female Grippers

Hook Fit t ings

V Grippers

Hinged Grippers

Picture Grippers 
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   TECNI®Grip 
Types

  Catalogue Code         
Fits Cable 
Diameter

  Catalogue Code         
Fits Cable 
Diameter

 Bal l  Gripper 
160.012.012  

0.8mm-1.25mm
160.018.015  
1mm-1.5mm

Jaw Gripper
193.000.165  
1mm-1.5mm

193.000.324 
2mm-3mm

HookGripper 
160.006.015  
1mm-1.5mm

160.005.015  
1mm-1.5mm

  Catalogue Code         
Fits Cable 
Diameter

  Catalogue Code         
Fits Cable 
Diameter

  Catalogue Code         
Fits Cable 
Diameter

193.005.024   
4mm-5mm

193.009.005 
6mm-8m

Ring Gripper 
193.000.159 
1mm-1.5mm

193.000.318  
2mm-3mm

193.005.035  
4mm-5mm

193.009.004  
6mm-8mm

V-Gripper
160.020.060 
1mm-1.5mm

160.020.250 
1.5mm-2.5mm

Hinged Gripper
160.180.060 

Female 
1mm-1.5mm

193.000.065 
Female 

1mm-2mm

193.000.066   
Male      

1mm-2mm

193.000.346 
Female 

2mm-3mm

Picture Holder
193.000.147 
1mm-1.5mm

193.000.015 
1mm-2mm

193.000.294 
1.5mm-2.5mm

Female Grippers            
Note: Turn into Male 

Grippers with  

studding or other 
product  with 

metric thread. 

                                                                                           
Side Exit    

160.006.060 
1mm-1.5mm

160.000.250 
1.5mm-2.5mm

193.000.065 
1mm-2mm

193.000.330 
2mm-3mm

193.000.346 
2mm-3mm

TECNI®Grips Available for Dif ferent  Cable Sizes
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0.8mm  - 1.25mm cable 

1mm - 1.5mm cable

2mm - 3mm cable

4mm - 5mm cable

6mm - 8mm cable
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   TECNI®Grip 
Types

  Catalogue Code         
Fits Cable 
Diameter

  Catalogue Code         
Fits Cable 
Diameter

Male Gripper     M6 
Thread

160.001.060        
M6 Side Exit         
1mm-1.5mm 

160.010.060        
M6 Straight Exit         

1mm-1.5mm 

Male Gripper     M8 
Thread Straight  

Exit

193.000.211        
M8 Straight Exit         

1mm-1.5mm 

193.000.005        
M8 Straight Exit         

1mm-2mm 

Male Gripper     
M12 Thread

193.005.021        
M12 Straight Exit         

4mm-5mm 

  Catalogue Code         
Fits Cable 
Diameter

  Catalogue Code         
Fits Cable 
Diameter

  Catalogue Code         
Fits Cable 
Diameter

193.000.250        
M8 Straight Exit         
1.5mm-2.5mm 

193.000.241        
M8 Straight Exit         
1.5mm-2.5mm 

193.000.301        
M8 Straight Exit         

2mm-3mm 

Male Gripper     
M20 Thread

193.009.003       
M20 Straight Exit         

6mm-8mm 
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Ceil ing At tachments

Secure to ceil ing with Dual  Thread Screw or piece of  studding and secure cable in at tachment with Stop Ferrule.

   TECNI®Grip Types
  Catalogue Code                                                           

Fits Cable Diameter

Ceil ing at tachment with Sl it  and M6 Thread 
160.004.015                                             
1.2mm-2mm 

Ceil ing At tachment with Side Sl it .                        
Use in conjunct ion with 193.000.139

029.006.031                                                                      
0.8mm -1.2mm

Gripper with M8 Thread                                             
Use in conjunct ion with 029.006.031 for Ceil ing 

at tachment

193.000.139                                                               
0.8mm - 1.2mm

Ceil ing at tachment with M6 Thread
160.015.015                                                            
1mm-2.5mm

Ceil ing at tachment with M6 Thread
160.014.015                                                                   
1.2mm - 2mm

Ecl ipse Tensioner
193.005.330                                              
1mm-1.5mm

Ecl ipse Gripper.                                                         
(Cable is gripped internal ly.)

193.005.333                                            
1mm-1.5mm
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- A4-AISI 316, marine grade, stainless steel self-assembly stop f itt ings. Perfect for holding up shelving and 
other display applications. 

- Highly polished 
- No specialist tools needed 
- Reusable for future projects 

Code 
Cable Diameter 

(mm) 
d1 (mm) d2 (mm) 

351.710.002 1.5-2 10 M4 

351.710.004 3-4 15 M8 

351.710.006 5-6 20 M10 

L (mm) m (mm) Weight  (g) 

8 2.2 4 

12 3.2 13 

15 6.3 40 

 DIY Stop Fit t ings 
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Tension Wire Systems for Suspension.   
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-  A4-AISI 316 stainless steel cable PRO EYE f itt ing can be used alone as a ceiling  or wall f itt ing or with TECNI® 

Guardrail/ Jaw Tensioner f itt ing (Code 160.500.040 and 160.501.040 at each end) as a tension wire to run 
between walls and along walls.  Ideal for hanging posters, banners, photographs, etc.

- PRO CROSS f itt ing ideal for holding the cable vertically and horizontally. 
- Hold Cable 70mm from wall and 100mm from wall.
- Can be f itted into masonry and wood 

  

Catalogue Code Cable Diameter Wal l  Fixing Distance f rom wal l

208.535.070 3 & 4mm Into Masonry/Brick/Stone 70mm 

208.535.100 3 & 4mm Into Masonry/Brick/Stone 100mm 

208.635.070 3 & 4mm Into Wood 70mm 

208.635.100 3 & 4mm Into Wood 100mm 

208.535.070 3 & 4mm Into Masonry/Brick/Stone 70mm 

208.535.100 3 & 4mm Into Masonry/Brick/Stone 100mm 

208.635.070 3 & 4mm Into Wood 70mm 

208.635.100 3 & 4mm Into Wood 100mm 
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- Lightweight, easy to f it cable grip for joining, tensioning 
and creating loops in cables on site for wide range of 
display and suspension applications. 

- Can suspend vertically or at an angle
- Adjust by hand.  No specialist tools required 
- For stat ic suspension and tensioning use only. 
- Not  to be used for dynamic overhead l i f t ing.

Code Type Fits Cable 

Size  (mm) 
Max   

Suspension 
(kgs)

113.012.012 KL-50 1.2 10 

113.015.023 Kl-100 1.5-2.3 60-75 

113.025.035 KL-150 2.5-3.5 120 

A (mm) B (mm) B1 (mm) C (mm) D (mm) Weight  (g) 

9.3 11 15 19 14.5 9.2 

12.1 12.4 15 26.5 19.5 21 

17.5 14.9 21 36.5 26.4 48 

113.030.045 KL-200 3-4.5 230 30 21 24 48 40.5 140 

Making Loops in Cables

Kwik-Loc  Grips

Ferrules and Crimps

- Also known as wire rope sleeves and cable crimps, ferrules are a cost effective 
and rapid way of forming loops and eyes in wire rope. 

- Swaging and crimping tools available from stock
- TECNI®Cable can f it this item onto cable, test the f inished assembly and engrave 

data onto f itt ings
- If  crimping by hand go size for size. Example: Choose Code 1.5 ferrules for 1.5mm 

diameter cable and Code 3 ferrule for 3mm. 
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Dual  Threaded Screws, Studding (Threaded Bar), Bol ts

- Perfect for attaching TECNI®Grips and Ceiling Attachments for display and 
suspension applications. 

- Dual headed screw Illustrated above with ceiling attachment and, right, 
attached to a Female Gripper.

- Use to f ix any standard Female Gripper or Ceiling attachment.
- Go size for size on the Thread sizes. Ie M6 screw with a M6 thread, and M8 bolt 

with M8 female Gripper.

TECNI®  Balustrading and Trellis f itt ings, Eyebolts, Eyeplates, Screw Eyes and numerous other pieces of 
wire rope hardware can be used alone or in conjunction with  TECNI®  Grips for display and suspension 
applications. 

Other TECNI®  Products for Display and Suspension Appl icat ions
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See page 4 for Metric Threads explained. 
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TECNI®  A4-AISI 316 (Flexible) Stainless Steel  7x7 Wire Rope
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- Premium quality, highly corrosion resistant, marine grade, A4-AISI 316 stainless steel cable
- 1570 Tensile Strength, DIN 3055 + EN12385-4 
- Low-twist, f lexible, true to size, clean and preformed · Good f lexibil ity in diameters up to 3mm 
- Highly polished and decorative with high breaking strength 
- Cable tools and end f itt ings available from stock 
- Order by the metre or pre-reeled lengths 
- Excellent for use throughout the marine industry, general engineering, architectural cables, security cables, 

suspension and display systems. 

Code Cable Diameter Tensile MBL (kgs) 

603.000.540 0.54 1770 18 

603.000.680 0.68 1770 30 

603.000.810 0.81 1770 42 

MBL (kN) WLL (kgs) WLL (kN) Weight  kg per 100m 

0.18 4 0.04 0.12 

0.29 6 0.06 0.18 

0.41 8 0.08 0.26 

603.000.900 0.9 1570 50 0.49 10 0.10 0.32 

603.000.010 1 1570 57 0.56 11 0.11 0.4 

603.000.125 1.25 1570 90 0.88 18 0.18 0.5 

603.000.015 1.5 1570 130 1.27 26 0.25 0.9 

603.000.018 1.8 1570 187 1.83 37 0.37 1.3 

603.000.020 2 1570 229 2.25 46 0.45 1.6 

603.000.025 2.5 1570 359 3.52 72 0.70 2.5 

603.000.030 3 1570 517 5.07 103 1.01 3.4 

603.000.040 4 1570 919 9.01 184 1.80 6.3 

603.000.050 5 1570 1436 14.08 287 2.82 9.8 

603.000.060 6 1570 2068 20.28 414 4.06 14.2 

603.000.070 7 1570 2814 27.60 563 5.52 19.3 

603.000.080 8 1570 3676 36.05 735 7.21 25.3 

Stainless Steel  Wire Rope
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TECNI®  A4-AISI 316 (Flexible) Stainless Steel  7x19 Wire Rope 
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- Premium quality, highly corrosion resistant, marine grade, A4-AISI 316 stainless steel cable
- 1570 Tensile Strength, DIN 3055 + EN12385-4 
- Low-twist, f lexible, true to size, clean and preformed · Good f lexibil ity in diameters up to 3mm 
- Highly polished and decorative with high breaking strength 
- Cable tools and end f itt ings available from stock 
- Order by the metre or pre-reeled lengths 
- Used extensively for applications where extra f lexibil ity is required. 

Code Cable Diameter (mm) Tensile MBL (kgs) 

604.000.750 0.75 1570 40 

604.000.010 1 1570 53 

604.000.015 1.5 1570 119 

MBL (kN) WLL (kgs) WLL (kN) Weight  kg 

0.39 8 0.08 0.24 

0.52 11 0.10 0.38 

1.17 24 0.23 0.86 

604.000.020 2 1570 212 2.08 42 0.42 1.50 

604.000.025 2.5 1570 332 3.26 66 0.65 2.30 

604.000.030 3 1570 478 4.69 96 0.94 3.50 

604.000.040 4 1570 850 8.34 170 1.67 6.10 

604.000.050 5 1570 1326 13.00 265 2.60 9.6 

604.000.060 6 1570 1913 18.76 383 3.75 13.80 

604.000.070 7 1570 2600 25.50 520 5.10 18.70 

604.000.080 8 1570 3396 33.30 679 6.66 24.3 
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TECNI®  Wire Rope and Cable Cut ters
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-   TECNI® cutter comfortably cuts up to 4mm (5/32?) diameter 7x7 and 7x19 steel wire rope and up to 3mm 
1x19 strand

-   Excellent value for money 
-   Compact, l ight and very easy to handle 
-   Hardened steel blades, centre bolt and steel handles with plastic 

covering 
-   Triangular cutting system for progressive cutting without crushing 

Felco Wire Rope and Cable Cut ters

- Swiss-manufactured, premium quality Felco cutters 
- Generally considered ?Best-in-class? 
- Compact, l ight and very easy to handle 
- Hardened stainless steel blades and centre bolt
- C7 has steel handles with plastic covering  and C9-C16 aluminium handles with plastic covering 
- Triangular cutting system for progressive cutting without crushing 
- Superior quality and long life make them perfect for manufacturing and repairs 

Code Part  Code Max Cut 
(Cable) 

Max Cut      
Low Tensile 

103.000.004 TECNI 
Cutter

4mm 
7x7 & 
7x19     

5mm 

104.000.007 FELCO-C7 4mm 5mm 

104.000.009 FELCO-C9 6mm 9mm 

Max Cut       
High Tensile  

Length 
(mm) 

Width 
(mm) 

Head 
Length 

Head 
Width 

Weight   
(g) 

2.5mm 
198 50 38 25 288 

2.5mm 190 60 40 25 270 

4mm 325 120 73 40 750 

104.000.012 FELCO-C12 9mm 12mm 6mm 500 130 100 81 1500 

104.000.016 FELCO-C16 12mm 16mm 8mm 590 140 110 90 2300 
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